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Abstract—Many fingerprint recognition systems are based on minutiae matching. However, the recognition accuracy of minutiae-based matching algorithms is highly dependent on the fingerprint minutiae quality. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a quality integrated spectral minutiae algorithm, in which the quality information is incorporated to enhance the performance of the spectral minutiae fingerprint recognition system. In our algorithm, two types of quality data are used. The first one is the minutiae reliability, expressing the probability that a given point is indeed a minutiae; the second one is the minutiae location accuracy, quantifying the error on the minutiae location. We integrate these two types of quality information into the spectral minutiae representation algorithm and achieve a decrease in the Equal Error Rate of over 20% in the experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recognition of persons by means of biometric characteristic is gaining importance. Among various biometric techniques, such as face, signature and voice, the fingerprint has one of the highest levels of distinctiveness and performance [1] and it is the most commonly used biometric modality. Many fingerprint recognition systems are based on minutiae matching [2], [3]. Minutiae are the endpoints and bifurcations of fingerprint ridges. They are known to remain unchanged over an individual’s lifetime and allow a very discriminative classification of fingerprints. The spectral minutiae representation [4] is a novel method to represent a minutiae set as a fixed-length feature vector, which is invariant to translation, and in which rotation and scaling become translations, so that they can be easily compensated for. These characteristics enable the combination of fingerprint recognition systems with template protection schemes and allow for faster matching as well.

However, the recognition accuracy of minutiae-based matching algorithms is highly dependent on the fingerprint minutiae quality. Reference [9] shows that minutiae-based fingerprint recognition algorithms are less robust to the image quality degradation compared with image-based algorithms. Nowadays, investigating the influence of the fingerprint quality on recognition performances also gains more and more attention [10], [11].

The study presented in [4] shows that the spurious and missing minutiae or/and minutiae location errors can degrade the performance of the spectral minutiae recognition system. To cope with low quality fingerprints and to make the spectral minutiae representation algorithm more robust against minutiae errors, we introduce quality integrated spectral minutiae representations of fingerprints, in which the quality information of minutiae is incorporated in the fingerprint representation to enhance the performance of the spectral minutiae fingerprint recognition system.

This paper is organized as follows. First, a review of the spectral minutiae representation is presented in Section II. Next, in Section III, the quality integrated spectral minutiae representations are introduced. Finally, Section IV presents the experimental results and we draw conclusions in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

The spectral minutiae representation is based on the shift, scale and rotation properties of the two-dimensional continuous Fourier transform. In [4], the concept of two representation methods are introduced: the location-based spectral minutiae representation (SML) and the orientation-based spectral minutiae representation (SMO).

A. Spectral Minutiae Representations

Assume we have a fingerprint with Z minutiae. In SML, with every minutia, a function \( m_i(x, y) = \delta(x - x_i, y - y_i) \), \( i = 1, \ldots, Z \) is associated where \( (x_i, y_i) \) represents the location of the \( i \)-th minutia in the fingerprint image. Thus, in the spatial domain, every minutia is represented by a Dirac pulse. The Fourier transform of \( m_i(x, y) \) is given by:

\[ \mathcal{F}\{m_i(x, y)\} = \exp(-j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i)), \]

and the location-based spectral minutiae representation is defined as

\[ \mathcal{M}_L(\omega_x, \omega_y) = \sum_{i=1}^{Z} \exp(-j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i)). \]  

In order to reduce the sensitivity to small variations in minutiae locations in the spatial domain, we use a Gaussian low-pass filter to attenuate the higher frequencies. This multiplication in the frequency domain corresponds to a convolution in the spatial domain where every minutia is now represented by a Gaussian pulse.

Following the shift property of the Fourier transform, the magnitude of \( \mathcal{M} \) is taken in order to make the spectrum invariant to translation of the input and we obtain
\[
|M_L(\omega_x, \omega_y; \sigma_L^2)| = 
\exp \left( - \frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_L^2} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{Z} \exp(-j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i)).
\]  

(3)

The location-based spectral minutiae representation (SML) only uses the minutiae location information. However, including the minutiae orientation as well may give better discrimination. Therefore, it can be beneficial to also include the orientation information in our spectral representation. The orientation \( \theta \) of a minutia can be incorporated by using the spatial derivative of \( m(x, y) \) in the direction of the minutia orientation. Thus, to every minutia in a fingerprint, a function \( m_i(x, y, \theta) \) is assigned being the derivative of \( m_i(x, y) \) in the direction \( \theta_i \), such that

\[
\mathcal{F}\{m_i(x, y, \theta)\} = 
 j(\omega_x \cos \theta_i + \omega_y \sin \theta_i) \cdot \exp(-j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i)).
\]  

(4)

As with the SML algorithm, using a Gaussian filter and taking the magnitude of the spectrum yields

\[
|M_O(\omega_x, \omega_y; \sigma_O^2)| = 
\exp \left( - \frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_O^2} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{Z} j(\omega_x \cos \theta_i + \omega_y \sin \theta_i) \cdot \exp(-j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i)).
\]  

(5)

In order to obtain the final spectral representations, the continuous spectra (3) and (5) are sampled on a polar-logarithmic grid. In the radial direction \( \lambda \), we use \( M = 128 \) samples between \( \lambda_1 = 0.1 \) and \( \lambda_h = 0.6 \). In the angular direction \( \beta \), we use \( N = 256 \) samples uniformly distributed between \( \beta = 0 \) and \( \beta = \pi \). Because of the symmetry of the Fourier transform for real-valued functions, using the interval between 0 and \( \pi \) is sufficient. This polar-logarithmic sampling process is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. For each spectrum, the horizontal axis represents the rotation angle of the spectral magnitude (from 0 to \( \pi \)); the vertical axis represents the frequency of the spectral magnitude (the frequency increases from top to bottom). The resulting representation in the polar-logarithmic domain is invariant to translation, while rotation and scaling of the input have become translations along the polar-logarithmic coordinates.

B. Spectral Minutiae Matching

Let \( R(m, n) \) and \( T(m, n) \) be the two sampled minutiae spectra respectively achieved from the reference fingerprint and test fingerprint. Both \( R(m, n) \) and \( T(m, n) \) are normalized to have zero mean and unit energy. We use the two-dimensional correlation coefficient between \( R \) and \( T \) as a measure of their similarity.

In practice, the input fingerprint images are rotated and might be scaled (for example, depending on the sensor that is used to acquire an image). Assume that the scaling has already been compensated for on the level of the minutiae.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the polar-logarithmic sampling (SML spectra). (a) the Fourier spectrum in a Cartesian coordinate and a polar-logarithmic sampling grid; (b) the Fourier spectrum sampled on a polar-logarithmic grid.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the polar-logarithmic sampling (SMO spectra). (a) the Fourier spectrum in a Cartesian coordinate and a polar-logarithmic sampling grid; (b) the Fourier spectrum sampled on a polar-logarithmic grid.
sets [12]. Then we only need to test a few rotations, which become the circular shifts in the horizontal direction. We denote \( T(m, n - n_{cs}) \) as a circular shifted version of \( T(m, n) \). We use the fast rotation shift searching algorithm that was presented in [13]\(^2\) and choose the maximum score of the different combinations as the final matching score between \( R \) and \( T \),

\[
S^{(R,T)} = \max_{n_{cs}} \left\{ \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{m,n} R(m,n)T(m,n - n_{cs}) \right\}, \quad -15 \leq n_{cs} \leq 15. \tag{6}
\]

III. QUALITY INTEGRATED SPECTRAL MINUTIAE REPRESENTATIONS

In order to improve the performance of the spectral minutiae representation, we incorporate minutiae quality data in the calculation of the spectral minutiae. Minutiae quality is described by two numbers. The first one is the minutiae reliability (QM), expressing the probability that a given point is indeed a minutia. This measure is recorded following the specification of the minutiae template standard ISO/IEC 19794-2 [12]: the quality figure ranges from 100 as a maximum to 1 as a minimum. The other quality data we incorporated is the minutiae location accuracy (QL), quantifying the error on the minutiae location. This measure is defined as the radius, in pixels, of a circle from the found minutia position, within which the minutia position is located. It is provided by a proprietary algorithm.

A. Using Quality of Minutiae Reliability (QM)

The quality of minutiae reliability (QM) gives the certainty that a given point is indeed a minutia. We use it in the spectral minutiae representation by weighing the Dirac pulse assigned to each minutia. For each minutia, the weight \( w \) depends linearly on the minutiae reliability quality \( q_M \). A higher \( q_M \) (which means a minutia with higher reliability) corresponds to a higher weight \( w \). Then, SML in (3) becomes

\[
|M_L(\omega_x, \omega_y; \sigma_L^2)| = \left| \exp \left( -\frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_L^2} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{Z} w_i \exp( -j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i) ) \right|, \tag{7}
\]

and SMO in (5) becomes

\[
|M_O(\omega_x, \omega_y; \sigma_O^2)| = \left| \exp \left( -\frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_O^2} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{Z} j(\omega_x \cos \theta_i + \omega_y \sin \theta_i) \cdot w_i \exp( -j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i) ) \right|. \tag{8}
\]

Equations (7) and (8) are the expressions of the minutiae reliability incorporated SML and SMO.

\(^2\)In [13], totally 9 rotations are tested in a range of \(-10^\circ\) to \(+10^\circ\) in case of \( N = 256 \) samples between 0 to \( \pi \).

B. Using Quality of Minutiae Location Accuracy (QL)

The quality of minutiae location accuracy (QL) quantifies the error on the minutiae location. As we mentioned in Section II, we use a Gaussian low-pass filter to attenuate the higher frequencies in the minutiae spectrum in order to reduce the sensitivity to the minutiae location errors in the spatial domain. Therefore, we use this minutiae location quality measure to adjust the Gaussian parameters \( \sigma_L \) and \( \sigma_O \) in the spectral minutiae representations. For each minutia, the Gaussian parameter \( \sigma \) depends linearly on the minutiae location accuracy \( q_L \). A higher \( q_L \) (which means a minutia with lower location accuracy) corresponds to a higher \( \sigma \). Then, SML in (3) becomes

\[
|M_L(\omega_x, \omega_y)| = \left| \sum_{i=1}^{Z} \exp \left( -\frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_L^2} \right) \cdot \exp( -j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i) ) \right|, \tag{9}
\]

and SMO in (5) becomes

\[
|M_O(\omega_x, \omega_y)| = \left| \sum_{i=1}^{Z} \exp \left( -\frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_O^2} \right) \cdot j(\omega_x \cos \theta_i + \omega_y \sin \theta_i) \cdot \exp( -j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i) ) \right|. \tag{10}
\]

Equations (9) and (10) are the expressions of the minutiae location accuracy incorporated SML and SMO.

C. Using both QM and QL

If we incorporate both QM and QL following the algorithms presented in III-A and III-B, we obtain SML in (3) as

\[
|M_L(\omega_x, \omega_y)| = \left| \sum_{i=1}^{Z} \exp \left( -\frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_L^2} \right) \cdot w_i \exp( -j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i) ) \right|, \tag{11}
\]

and SMO in (5) as

\[
|M_O(\omega_x, \omega_y)| = \left| \sum_{i=1}^{Z} \exp \left( -\frac{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}{2\sigma_O^2} \right) \cdot j(\omega_x \cos \theta_i + \omega_y \sin \theta_i) \cdot w_i \exp( -j(\omega_x x_i + \omega_y y_i) ) \right|. \tag{12}
\]

Equations (11) and (12) are the expressions of the quality integrated SML and SMO.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We test the quality integrated spectral minutiae representations (Equations (7) to (12)) in a verification setting. The matching performance of a fingerprint verification system can be evaluated by the false acceptance rate (FAR), the false rejection rate (FRR), and the equal error rate (EER).
When the decision threshold of a biometric security system is set such that the FAR and FRR are equal, the common value of FAR and FRR is referred to as the EER. In this paper, we use FAR, EER and the genuine accept rate (GAR), $\text{GAR} = 1 - \text{FRR}$, as performance indicators of our scheme.

The proposed algorithms are evaluated on the FVC2002-DB2 [14] fingerprint database. The minutiae sets including the minutiae quality data are extracted by a proprietary method. The experiment is implemented following the experimental setting and test protocol in [4]. A correlation based matching algorithm is used and a score level sum rule for SML and SMO is applied.

From our experiments, we noticed that for SML and SMO, we need to choose different Gaussian parameters ($\sigma_L$ and $\sigma_O$) to achieve the best performances. Figures 3 and 4 show the influence of the Gaussian parameter $\sigma$ to the performances of SML and SMO. We noticed that the Gaussian parameter has larger effects on SML than on SMO. Moreover, a Gaussian kernel is needed for SMO for achieving a better performance, while for SML it is not. The reason is that because the minutiae orientation is incorporated as a derivative of the delta function (see Equation (4)), this will amplify the noise (both in minutiae location and orientation) in the high frequency part in SMO. Therefore, a Gaussian kernel is needed for SMO to attenuate the higher frequencies. In SML, the high frequency part contains discriminative information, while the noise is evenly distributed in all frequencies, therefore, a Gaussian kernel does not help for a better performance. In our experiments, when no minutiae location quality is incorporated, we chose $\sigma = 0$ for SML (in this case, no multiplication with Gaussian in the frequency domain) and $\sigma = 4.24$ for SMO. In case the fingerprint resolution is 569dpi (the FVC2002-DB2 database), the Gaussian parameter $\sigma = 4.24$(pixel) in the spacial domain is about 0.19(mm) in reality. When incorporating the minutiae location accuracy (QL), we use the linear relationships shown in Figure 5 to adjust the Gaussian parameter $\sigma$ according to the minutiae location quality.

The final recognition performances are shown in Table I and the ROC curves are shown in Figure 6. From the results, we can see that the recognition performance of the spectral minutiae representation improves after incorporating the minutiae reliability quality (QM). However, the improvement by using minutiae location accuracy (QL) is very limited. This may result from the low reliability of the minutiae location accuracy quality data. In Figure 7, we further illustrate the genuine and imposter matching score densities of different cases. From the matching score densities, we can notice that after incorporating the quality data, the imposter score densities are almost keep the same, while the genuine scores are increased. This also explains the enhancements in recognition accuracy after integrating the quality data into the spectral minutiae representations. By incorporating both quality data (QM and QL), we achieve a decrease of more than 20% in equal error rate in the experiment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In fingerprint recognition systems, low quality fingerprints are unavoidable. To make the spectral minutiae represen-
This paper presents the advantage of incorporating quality data in the spectral minutiae representation system. The proposed methods only vary the minutiae representations, while keeping the matching algorithm unchanged, so that they can be easily integrated in the spectral minutiae recognition system. Our future work will be the interoperability study of using quality data and algorithm optimization of incorporating the minutiae quality data to enhance the recognition performance.
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